
Market Basket Analysis of Retail Data:Supervised Learning ApproahGabriel Kronberger and Mihael A�enzellerHeuristi and Evolutionary Algorithms LaboratoryShool of Informatis, Communiations and MediaUpper Austria University of Applied Sienes, Campus HagenbergSoftwarepark 11, 4232 Hagenberg, Austria{gabriel.kronberger,mihael.affenzeller}�fh-hagenberg.atAbstrat. In this work we disuss a supervised learning approah foridenti�ation of frequent itemsets and assoiation rules from transa-tional data. This task is typially enountered in market basket analysis,where the goal is to �nd subsets of produts that are frequently purhasedin ombination.In this work we ompare the traditional approah and the supervisedlearning approah to �nd assoiation rules in a real-world retail data setusing two well known algorithm, namely Apriori and PRIM.1 IntrodutionThe aim of market basket analysis is to identify sets of produts that are pur-hased frequently together. This information is relevant beause it an be usedto optimize shelf spae, or to plan and ontrol targeted marketing ampaigns.Market basket analysis is espeially relevant for e-ommere. In this area thereis a pratially unlimited shelf spae and the set of o�ered goods and produtsan often be hanged easily. In addition, targeted marketing ampaigns an beimplemented more easily online than in the real world. In the reent years thepotential of market basket analysis and related data mining approahes has beenfully reognized. Currently most of the large online retailers use market basketanalysis and reommender systems to improve their volume of sales.In this paper we revisit the idea of using a supervised learning approah formarket basket analysis introdued and disussed in [4℄, [6℄. First we give a formaldesription of the problem and introdue the terminology. Then we desribe thesupervised learning approah for the problem and in the subsequent setions weompare the two di�erent approahes using a real-world retail dataset.2 FormalizationGenerally, the goal of market basket analysis is the identi�ation of frequentitemsets (sets of produts) in groups (baskets or transations). Given a set of Ntransations T = (tn)1..N , and a set of K items I = (ik)1..K , where tn ⊂ I, tn 6=



∅, the goal is to �nd itemsets I ⊂ I that frequently our in all transations tn.The support of an itemset I shown in Equation 1, is the number of transations
tj ⊂ T whih ontain all items in X . The frequeny of an itemset I shown inEquation 2, is the probability that the itemset ours in a transation.support(I, T ) =|{tj |tj ∈ T, tj ⊂ I}| (1)frequeny(I, T ) =support(I, T )

|T |
= Pr(I) (2)Usually, the primary goal is not the identi�ation of frequent itemsets butthe identi�ation of assoiation rules. An aAssoiation rule X ⇒ Y , where

X ⊂ I, Y ⊂ I,X ∩ Y = ∅ de�nes a set of produts Y in the onsequent thatare frequently purhased together with the produts in the antedeent X . Anexample for an assoiation rule is: {rum,mint} ⇒ {limes}. Two frequently usedmetris for assoiation rules are the on�dene of a rule X ⇒ Y shown in Equa-tion 3 and the lift shown in Equation 4. The lift of rule X ⇒ Y is the relativenumber of observations of both itemsets X and Y in transations T , relative tothe expeted number of observations if X and Y are independent.on�dene(X ⇒ Y, T ) =
support(X ∪ Y, T )support(X,T )

= Pr(Y |X) (3)lift(X ⇒ Y, T ) =
on�dene(X ∪ Y, T )support(Y, T ) =

Pr(X ∧ Y )Pr(X)Pr(Y )
(4)Traditionally, rules with high on�dene and at the same time large supportare onsidered as most interesting, beause these rules onern a large fration ofall transations and thus, any ation taken to boost sales of items in these ruleswill have a large impat on the overall sales volume. However, it is reasonable toonsider other metris for interesting items, e.g. it ould be interesting to searhfor rules whih inlude highly pried items in the onsequent.The most well known algorithm for identi�ation frequent itemsets and as-soiation rules is the Apriori algorithm [1℄. It is onsidered as one of the top tenalgorithms in data mining [8℄. The main advantage of Apriori is that it sales tovery large data bases with millions of items and transations. Mining data setsof this size is non-trivial beause it is not possible to keep ourrene ounts ofall frequent item pairs in memory. Apriori aomplishes this by minimizing thepasses over the whole data set and keeping only a small fration of all possibleitemsets in memory. A heuristi is used to determine whih itemsets to keep.Other well known algorithms are Elat [9℄ and FP-growth [5℄ whih also saleto large databases. A good survey of algorithms for frequent itemset mining isgiven in [2℄.3 Supervised Learning Approah to Frequent ItemsetMiningThe problem of identi�ation of assoiation rules an be transformed into a su-pervised learning problem as suggested in [6℄. The potential advantage of the



transformation is that the well-developed supervised learning methodology andalgorithms an be applied to market basket analysis. This was not easily possiblein the beginning of researh on frequent itemset mining beause of the ompu-tational omplexity, however �[...℄ the inreased omputational requirements arebeoming muh less of a burden as inreased resoure beome routinely avail-able� [6℄. In this paper we pursue this line of argumentation and apply Aprioiand a supervised learning algorithm for bump hunting, namely the patient ruleindution method (PRIM) [4℄, on a real-world retail data set for frequent itemsetmining, and ompare the results produed by both algorithms.Given a matrix ofN observations ofK variablesX = (xi,j)i=1..N,j=1..K and avetor of labels Y = (yi)1..N for eah observation, the goal of supervised learningis to �nd a funtion f(x1, ...xK), that maps input values (xj)j=1..K to labels.The two most frequently ourred supervised learning tasks are lassi�ationand regression. For lassi�ation tasks the label values yi are disrete and usuallynominal (e.g. positive/negative, malignant/benign, blak/white). In ontrast, inregression the label values are ontinuous. The hallenge of supervised learningis that a funtion f(x1, ..., xk) must be found that is aurate on the set ofobservations available for learning (or training), but more importantly is alsogeneralizable to new observations.Frequent itemset mining an be reformulated to a supervised learning prob-lem by transforming the set of transations T into an inidene matrix B thatassoiates transations ti and items ij .
B = (bi,j)i=1..N,j=1..K , bi,j =

{

1, ij ∈ ti

0, otherwise (5)The inidene matrix ontains the observed values for the input variables inthe supervised learning problem. Eah observation stands for one transation andeah variable stands for one possible item. Additionally, the target label vetor
Y must be de�ned. One possible senario is to searh a lassi�er to lassifyatually observed transations and random transations. This an be done bysampling another set of random transations T0 and inidene matrix B0, wherethe probability of observing a given item is independent of the other items in thetransation. For lassi�ation the two inidene matries B,B0 are ombined andthe label vetor is set to 1 for all observations in B and to 0 for all observationsin B0.
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) (6)If one is interested in assoiation rules X ⇒ Y for a partiular given subsetof items Y , namely searhing the anteedent X for a predetermined onsequent
Y , then it is not stritly neessary to generate a random set of transations.Instead, the label vetor Y an be generated as shown in Equation 7.

yi =

{

1, Y ⊂ ti

0, otherwise (7)



In this situation, searhing for a lassi�er means to identify the fators ofthe input matrix whih inrease the hane of observing the anteedent, whihan be likened to the goal of assoiation rules mining for prede�ned items. Onenotable di�erene is that in suh a lassi�er it is prinipally possible to enodethat a given item must not be present in a transation, to inrease the haneof observing the anteedent.3.1 Bump HuntingHowever, in assoiation rule mining the primary onern is not to �nd a fulllassi�er but to �nd regions of the input spae whih are more densely populatedthan other regions (�bump hunting�). In terms of frequent itemset mining anitemset is a retangular box in the input spae and the frequeny of the itemsetis the number of observations within the box over all observations. Thus, inthe supervised learning approah of frequent itemset mining the goal is to �ndretangular boxes in the K-dimensional spae de�ned by X that ontain largefrations of all observations. If X ontains only binary elements, as is the asein market basket analysis, the for eah dimension only three di�erent boxes arepossible: [0, 1], [0], or [1].One algorithm that an be used for this supervised learning task is the patientrule indution method (PRIM) [4℄. PRIM is a heuristi method that greedilyredues the size of the box, whih initially overs the whole input spae, untileither a lower threshold for the mean value of y in the box, or for the support(mass of the box) for the itemset, represented by the box, is reahed. The meanvalues of boxes are alulated over the y values of all observations in the box.PRIM follows a two stage approah to �nd boxes. First the size of the box isredued by peeling, and subsequently the size of the box is inreased again bypasting. In the peeling stage the box is redued in one dimension in eah step,so that the redution in �tness is minimal. In the pasting stage the size of thebox is inreased in one dimension in eah step, so that the inrease in �tness ismaximized. The step sizes for size redutions in the peeling and pasting stage areimportant parameters of the algorithm ontrolling the patiene of the algorithm.With small step sizes the onvergene of the algorithm is slower, however, forlarge step sizes the danger of onverging to a bad loal optimum is higher.4 Comparison of Apriori and PRIMApriori and PRIM are two rather di�erent algorithms, whih have been de�nedfor di�erent problem types and with di�erent design goals. Thus, for ertainproblems it is more natural to hoose Apriori over PRIM while for other problemsPRIM is the better hoie.Apriori is speialized for huge databases of transations with a relativelysmall number of items in eah transation (sparse inidene matries). Apriorian only handle binary input values, either a transation ontains a given itemor not. It is not possible to handle ontinuous values (e.g. multiple instanes of



the same produt), or disrete nominal values (e.g. variants of a given produt,an item from a group of produts). The only way to handle suh situations isthrough introdution of virtual items for sub-ranges of ontinuous variables orsubsets of disrete values. Aprior is deterministi and �nds all rules with supportlarger than the given lower threshold. A problem of Apriori is that the omputa-tional requirements of the algorithm grow exponentially with a dereasing lowersupport threshold. Thus, it is infeasible to searh for very speialized rules withhave small support even though they ould be interesting as they have largeon�dene or onern very valuable items. Finding interesting rules in the largeset of possible rules produed by Apriori is again a data mining hallenge. Oftena large subset of rules produed by the algorithm are trivial or well known.In ontrast, PRIM is speialized for data sets of ontinuous variables that�t entirely into RAM. The peeling and pasting phases of PRIM are well de-�ned for ontinuous input spaes, however, the algorithm also works for booleanand nominal variables. PRIM is a heuristi but deterministi algorithm and pro-dues a sequene of models with gradually dereasing support. Beause it is usesa greedy heuristi approah it is not guaranteed that the algorithm �nds theoptimal box. Before eah peeling and pasting step PRIM must alulate the dif-ferene of the box mean for eah size redution or inrement over all olumns ofthe input matrix X , thus it does not sale to problems with many dimensions(=large number of items). The number of observations is not that ritial aslong as all observations �t into memory beause the algorithm iterates manytimes over all observations. An advantage of PRIM is that it an also be used tosearh for rules with small support as it only optimizes one andidate box anddoes not trak all possible boxes in memory. However, the problem of rules withsmall support is that the on�dene of suh rules annot be estimated auratelybeause of the small data sample. This leads to the well known issue of over-�tting. The large on�dene of a rule with small support but large on�deneon the training set ould be a statistial �uke and suh rules are not neessarilygeneralizable to new observations.To summarize, Apriori is the better hoie for sparsely populated input ma-tries with binary elements, while PRIM is better suited for densely populatedmatries with ontinuous variables.5 ExperimentsThe software used for the omparison is R, the free software environment for sta-tistial omputing and graphis [7℄ (version 2.13.0). We used an implementationof the Apriori algorithm by Christian Borgelt wrapped in the R pakage arules(version 1.6-0) and the implementation of PRIM provided in the R pakage prim(version 1.11.0).The dataset used in the experiments is the retail dataset published by TomBrijs [3℄1. The dataset is relatively small and ontains 88163 reeipts from 51331 The data set and all sripts an be downloaded fromhttp://dev.heuristilab.om/AdditionalMaterial/

http://dev.heuristiclab.com/AdditionalMaterial/


ustomers olleted over approximately �ve months from a supermarket storein Belgium arrying 16470 stok keeping units (SKU). The retail dataset is fre-quently used in benhmarks of market basket analysis algorithms. Figure 1 showsthe a graphial plot of an exerpt of the inidene matrix for the retail data set.
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5000 10000 15000Fig. 1. Dot plot of inidene matrix for the retail dataset. The transations are shownon the y-axis, the items are given on the x-axis.As seen in Figure 1 some items shown on the x-axis are purhased veryfrequently while other items are purhased only seldom, interestingly there isalso a seasonal variation that an be seen by variations in the density of regionsover the transations shown on the y-axis.6 ResultsFirst of all we imported the retail data set and exeuted Apriori to generate allrules with a support threshold of 0.01 and a on�dene threshold of 0.6. Theresult is a set of 84 rules, where the top ten rules by support are given in table1. Next we apply the PRIM algorithm on the same data set searhing for assoi-ation rules with the onsequent �39�. Beause of the large number of items in theretail data set it is infeasible to try the algorithm on the full data set. Insteadwe prepared inidene matries ontaining only items with a frequeny largerthan 5%, 1% and 0.5% in order to redue the number of dimensions. While this



id lhs rhs support on�dene lift1 48 ⇒ 39 0.33 0.69 1.202 41 ⇒ 39 0.12 0.76 1.323 38 ⇒ 39 0.11 0.66 1.154 41 ⇒ 48 0.10 0.60 1.265 41,48 ⇒ 39 0.08 0.81 1.426 39,41 ⇒ 48 0.08 0.64 1.357 38,48 ⇒ 39 0.06 0.76 1.338 32,48 ⇒ 39 0.06 0.67 1.169 32,39 ⇒ 48 0.06 0.63 1.3310 38,41 ⇒ 39 0.03 0.78 1.36Table 1. Top ten assoiation rules identi�ed by Apriori for the retail data set sortedby support.redution helps signi�antly to derease the runtime of the algorithm this alsomeans that rules with smaller support than the threshold annot be identi�ed.However, sine we are mostly onerned about rules with large support this isno issue. For PRIM we used a support threshold of 10% and a step size of 0.5for peeling and pasting. The resulting boxes are shown in Table 2 the rule forthe 0.5% frequeny subset is not shown beause it is rather long. Interestinglythe algorithm produed tendentially rules that state that a set of given itemsmust not be present in a transation. Another relevant observation is that therules identi�ed by PRIM have very small lift, whih means that the frequenyof observations inluding item 39 in the box is almost the same as the overallfrequeny of item 39 in all observations. Thus, the information gain from therule is only small. It should be noted that the most frequent items in all threesubsets are 32, 38, 39, 41, 48, and 65. The �rst rule in Table 2 states that itdoesn't matter whih items out of this set our in the transation as long asitem number 32 does not our the frequeny of transations mathing this ruleis 57%. freq threshold lhs rhs support on�dene lift5% !32 ⇒ 39 0.82 0.57 11% !31, !32, !101, !117, !123,!301, !548, !592, !1004 ⇒ 39 0.74 0.58 1.01Table 2. Boxes identi�ed by PRIM for the retail data set.
7 SummaryIn this paper we disussed the task of frequent itemset mining and the relatedtask of identifying assoiation rules typially enountered in market basket anal-ysis. We disussed the supervised learning approah of frequent itemset mining
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